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Abstract 

 

Cross-device environments are attracting attention from designers working on interactive 

experiences, as there is an increased desire to create advanced and sophisticated narratives. As 

these experiences increase in popularity, they use increasingly complex embedded sensor-based 

environments. These environments deem to be challenging for inexperienced creators as they 

require knowledge of networked systems. This paper explores the initial design of a toolkit that 

provides novice designers with an easy to use authoring and development environment for 

designing cross-device experiences. The toolkit uses Tangible User Interfaces in order to make 

cross-device development easier to understand for inexperienced designers and provide them with 

a robust support framework for expanding into developing more complex experiences. The toolkit 

is tested with a group of potential users. The conclusions from the testing, along with potential 

future steps, are presented in this paper. 
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Introduction 

As new media experiences and digital technologies become more accessible to a broader 

audience, an increasing number of designers and enthusiasts are looking to utilize these new 

technologies to create novel interactive experiences. However, unlike programmers, designers 

have a hard time associating outcomes with required program syntax that requires logic-based 

construction (Reas & McWilliams, 2011). 

Within the personal computing industry, there has been a push towards a world with 

seamless, ubiquitous computing (Weiser, 1991). Today, most people own and use more than one 

computing device (Di Geronimo et al., 2016); this opens the avenue to a new class of interactions 

called cross-device interactions. The premise of such is to be able to use multiple devices to 

improve personal computing experiences. Further, these interactions can be used to enhance the 

immersive experience design. Block et al. (2015) suggest that there might be added advantages to 

using interactive digital objects as a part of experience design as these experiences allow multiple 

entry and exit points for visitors, unlike traditional exhibits that require reset mechanisms, which 

make it more accessible regardless of the state of the exhibit. Immersive cross-device experiences 

are already appearing in the wild. Theme parks are using embedded systems to improve immersion 

for their visitors; for instance, Universal’s Islands of Adventures uses sensors to create working 

replicas of Harry Potter wands (Acuna, 2014). Similarly, Magic Kingdom’s Fantasyland attraction 

gave guests the ability to interact with objects in the ride queue (Andersson, 2015). 

Although young people interact with digital media all of the time, few can create their own 

games, animations, or simulations. Resnick et al. (2009) phrase this as “It is as if they can read 

[these digital interfaces] but not write.” The same can be said about designers who may understand 

how cross-device experiences work but do not know how to program them. Cross-device toolkits 
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facilitate authoring of cross-device interactions, but these are usually geared towards experienced 

developers and toolkits made for novice developers are limited in scope and usually lack the 

functionality to develop cross-device interactions quickly. Effective design tools should make it 

easy for novices to get started with design but provide the experts with the ability to create 

sophisticated designs and suggest a variety of explorations (Resnick et al., 2005).  

Tangible User Interfaces (TUIs) provide haptic interaction methods for navigating digital 

landscapes (Ishii, 2008b). Thus, tangible user interfaces are easier to understand for novice users 

and improve learning (Weintrop & Wilensky, 2015). This provides an exciting opportunity for a 

TUI toolkit that fills in the gap as an authoring environment for designers and novice developers 

to create cross-device interactions. This paper explores the design of a tangible based cross-device 

design toolkit, which is tested with a group of potential users. The conclusions from the testing 

and potential future steps are presented in this paper. 
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Related Works 

Background 

 Although most people are familiar with using digital technologies, only a few people are 

comfortable creating and designing new media experiences. Even with various accessible 

resources, most people find programming languages challenging to use and overwhelming 

(Resnick et al., 2009). Cross-device interaction design and TUI are active research areas. As the 

toolkit aims to provide a tangible authoring environment for designing cross-device interactions, 

this section reviews software-based cross-device design toolkits followed by TUI, focusing on the 

use of TUI for teaching programming languages. 

Cross-device interactions 

 The premise of cross-device interactions is that users can pair and combine multiple 

devices and interact with them seamlessly. These interactions provide numerous possibilities for 

designers and developers to improve the way we use our devices today. Current cross-device 

experiences are simple and usually are limited to an asynchronous approach to utilizing multiple 

devices. These interactions can be used in a variety of domains and can be designed to fit the 

required use case; they could involve a set of displays paired together (Schreiner et al., 2015) or 

the ability to move files between devices by dragging them across space (F. A. Marco et al., 2011) 

to provide a ubiquitous experience across personal devices.  

While useful, these experiences currently do not use the full potential of the multitude of devices 

that a user might have at their disposal. Houben et al. (2017) discuss opportunities and challenges 

for developing cross-device interactions in an effort to simplify the multi-device ecologies. 

Devices and systems today are built for single-user, single-device scenarios; thus, connections 

between multiple devices together are challenging to develop without certain pre-programmed 
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behaviours and knowledge about all possible configurations. This process can be a significant 

challenge for designing cross-device interactions as they usually require a full-stack development 

process. This barrier to entry can be especially tricky for designers and developers who are new to 

developing networked device systems. 

Cross-device interactions in immersive experience design 

 Over the years, experience designers have increasingly been designing ‘interactive spaces’ 

and installations based on spatial interaction (Hornecker & Buur, 2006). These interactive spaces 

require responsive digital systems embedded in the real space that can offer people opportunities 

to interact with the space and react to these interactions (Ciolfi, 2004). These ‘interactivated 

spaces’ can use sensors to enhance the interactivity of spaces through auditory, visual, haptic or 

kinetic feedback (Bongers, 2002). Designers that leverage interactive environments can create 

reactive experiences that are dynamic and enjoyable for the participants (Rubidge & MacDonald, 

2004; Ventä-Olkkonen et al., 2014). Much of this work indicates that using spatial interactions and 

embedded systems to create interactive spaces enhances visitors’ experience. Building these 

experiences requires tools that allow designers to rapidly prototype across the variety of devices 

that may be used in these interactive spaces (Myers et al., 2000). However, as mentioned earlier, 

current cross-device development platforms lack easy to use development tools and supporting 

infrastructures which makes development especially difficult for novice developers. 

Development platforms for cross-device interactions 

As the need for interactive spaces grows, more designers would need to learn how to 

program these experiences. There are various examples of cross-device toolkits that attempt to 

make developing cross-device interactions easier by simplifying the design of interactions between 

displays, mobile devices (Casteleyn et al., 2014) and wearables (Chi & Li, 2015). Conductor, for 
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instance, is a framework that allows designers to create experiences where users can share 

information and chain tasks across devices (Hamilton & Wigdor, 2014). XDKinect provides a 

framework to facilitate the development of cross-device interactions using a Kinect to act as an 

interface for these interactions (Nebeling et al., 2014). SurfaceConstellations provides a modular 

hardware platform for linking multiple mobile devices to create a cross-device workspace 

(Marquardt et al., 2018). However, these toolkits support only a limited set of devices and 

interactions. Interactive experience designers may need to use an assortment of sensors and mobile 

devices. Resnick et al. (2005) suggest that effective design tools should make it easy for novices 

to get started while allowing experts to work on sophisticated projects. They also add a third 

criterion that the tools should also encourage a wide variety of explorations. They use the terms 

low threshold, high ceilings and wide walls to define these concepts. The problem is that it is hard 

to design tools that can meet all three criteria.  

Thus, there is a need for a robust universal toolkit that supports a variety of devices. An 

example of such a toolkit is the Responsive Ecologies toolkit (REtk) that aims to provide a rapid 

prototyping environment for heterogeneous networked devices (Tarun et al., 2016). REtk builds 

upon the ROSS API (Wu et al., 2012) to provide an authoring environment that allows developers 

to design cross-device interactions as hierarchically nested structures. SoD-Toolkit facilitates 

developing multi-device applications using off the shelf sensors and is supported by a set of widely 

available libraries (Seyed et al., 2015). While these tools tackle the last two problems of high 

ceilings and wide walls, they still require the users to have some prerequisite knowledge of 

networked systems and cross-device interactions. 
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Tangible interfaces 

 Tangible user interfaces allow users to interact with physical objects, surfaces and spaces 

to manipulate digital information (Ullmer & Ishii, 1997). Many tangible user interfaces are focused 

on the manipulation of digital information using physical objects. These objects provide a tangible 

representation of the digital information that makes the information directly manipulated while 

also providing haptic feedback. This allows users to receive passive feedback instead of waiting 

for digital feedback that would come from a display (Ishii, 2008a). Due to their flexible nature, 

Tangible User Interfaces can use physical objects of varying fidelities as metaphors for digital 

interfaces. These can range from the simple physical representation of stored media in the form of 

a block (Brygg Ullmer et al., 1998) to complex high-fidelity tangible objects used to enhance VR 

experiences (Harley et al., 2016; Muender et al., 2019).       

TUIs and introductory programming 

Research suggests using block-based languages in introductory programming education 

can help students focus on high-level algorithm creation and improve the understanding of text-

based programming languages (Matsuzawa et al., 2016). Today, many popular commercial 

programming/interactive experience design tools use block/node-based scripting interfaces to 

provide a visual representation of connections and data flow (Bowell, 2020; Resnick et al., 2009; 

TROIKATRONIX, n.d.). The visual representations of connections are easier to understand and 

allow inexperienced users to build experiences at par with expert users. While these tools are 

helpful, they could benefit from the use of TUI. 

The physicality and passive feedback offered tangible interfaces offer an exciting avenue 

into programming and designing experiences as they could facilitate the ease of block-based/node-

based programming by recreating these interfaces in the physical world. One example by Horn & 
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Jacob (2007) describes a technique for implementing educational programming using tangibles. 

They argue that languages that use tangibles as an alternative to text-based and visual 

programming would be more appealing and practical in a classroom setting. The results showed 

that this implementation allowed students to easily create flow-of-control chains and understand 

the actions they had ‘programmed’.  

Similarly, Bouchard and Daniels (2015) describe a system of tangible ‘tiles’ that allows 

fine art students to understand the relationship between proposed networked experiences and the 

required syntax, software libraries and hardware that is required. The tiles significantly improve 

the understandability of the code as they gain confidence by developing code samples.  

Flowblocks (Zuckerman & Gal-Oz, 2013) is another such toolkit that uses TUI to provide 

a modelling and simulation environment. The study sets out to test the effectiveness of TUI vs 

traditional graphical interfaces by creating a GUI version of the flowblocks toolkit. Interviews with 

their users revealed that the users preferred the TUI based version over the GUI as it enabled 

physical interaction, provided rich feedback and high levels of realism. These properties made 

TUIs more enjoyable and stimulating (Table 1). These attributes of TUI make them preferable for 

users even though TUI fare worse in some objective attributes such as efficiency.        

 Using the easily understandable interfaces provided by tangibles and the extensive 

development support offered by cross-device toolkits, it is possible to design a TUI based 

authoring and development environment for designers looking to design interactive spaces using 

cross-device interactions. Such a development environment would help designers who may not be 

familiar with the nuances of cross-device environments. 
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Attribute TUI GUI 

Ease of Learning High Low 

Efficiency Low High 

Physical Stimulation High Low 

Realism High Low 

Enjoyment Very high High 

Table 1: Attributes of the TUI and GUI versions of FlowBlocks, as reflected in interviews with 

users (Zuckerman & Gal-Oz, 2013)                                                                                       

Frameworks for Tangible User Interfaces 

In order to design a user-friendly TUI, it is crucial to understand the existing design 

frameworks for TUIs and how they can be used to drive the toolkit's design. Current graphical 

interfaces (GUI) use the WIMP (Windows, Icons, Menus, Pointers) structure for defining user 

interactions. However, as we move towards using physical objects to manipulate digital spaces, 

these metaphors introduce seams and discontinuities into the workspace (Billinghurst, 2003). 

There are several models that define the interactions and structure of TUIs. The MCRpd (Model-

Control-Representations) model uses the MVC (model-view-control) model for GUI and redefines 

it for TUI (B. Ullmer & Ishii, 2000). The PAC paradigm structures the interactions in the form of 

presentations, abstractions and controls (Coutaz, 1987). Tokens and Constraints (TAC) systems 

utilize spatial and relational mapping of physical objects to encode and manipulate digital 

information on interactive surfaces (Shaer et al., 2004; Brygg Ullmer et al., 2005). These 

frameworks can be used to extend the design of TUI by improving the capabilities of tangible 

objects or the sensing environments. For instance, TAC interactions have been further expanded 

by the use of active tokens that can dynamically modify their connections, spatial or relational, to 

other objects (Klum et al., 2012; Valdes et al., 2014, 2014; Zigelbaum et al., 2007). 
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Design Process/Method 

As detailed above, using tangibles has a clear benefit towards improving visualization of code 

syntax for novice users while it may also make it easier for experienced users to develop more 

complex programs involving interactions between multiple devices. In order to design the toolkit 

effectively, I felt it was important to further detail the objectives of the toolkit based on the 

overarching goal of tangible cross-device development & authoring environment that has low 

barriers, high ceilings and wide walls. Based on this goal the main objectives of the project are to 

develop a toolkit that: 

• Facilitates easier cross-device interactions between networked devices; 

• Allows novice users to create custom experiences using a tangible interface; 

• Provide users the flexibility to build increasingly complex experiences as they get used to 

cross-device interactions; 

• Supports a variety of devices 'out of the box'. 

The design process will focus on university students in immersive experience design programs as 

the main user base. This allows the toolkit to serve a user base that has a comparable level of 

expertise but have varying requirements thus the toolkit can support devices that are used by a 

majority of new designers. This also provides the opportunity to test the toolkit design with its 

intended users.  

Understanding cross-device interaction design 

 Cross-device interactions are diverse and differ based on various key factors laid out by 

Brudy et al. (2019). One of these key factors is device dynamics and relationships; thus, defining 

the types of devices that the toolkit expects to support is important. Devices in cross-device 

interactions can be classified in one of three categories. Input devices that take various forms of 
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user input and pass it off to application systems for processing. Output devices can render and 

provide feedback to the user through visuals, haptics or auditory signals. Mixed devices 

incorporate both input and output interfaces (Scharf et al., 2013).  

This breakdown of devices based on their interaction roles was too abstract to design a toolkit. 

Thus, It was essential to understand the fundamentals of cross-device interactions and break 

them down into their key components. The breakdown borrows from the ROSS API designs and 

the breakdown used by REtk as this toolkit supports a wide variety of devices and scales well to 

add more functionality. The breakdown uses a simple cross-device interaction as the example 

where a tap on the phone results in a click on a desktop (Figure 1).  

 

 

Figure 1: Breakdown of cross device interactions between 2 devices 

 

For this toolkit, Cross-device interactions between two devices are broken into three key 

components; the devices, the inputs and outputs present on the devices (actions) and a 

connection protocol that allows the two devices to interact. This forms a hierarchical tree-based 
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structure (Figure 2) where the connection is established between actions, which are children of 

their respective devices. Complex cross-device experiences can be constructed using multiple 

simple interactions; thus, the simple interaction was used to design the toolkit. 

 

Figure 2: The hierarchical structure for simple cross-device interactions 

 

Formative Research into Tangible Toolkits   

 Before designing the tangible user interface, I explored existing everyday tangible objects 

as well as some existing toolkits that utilize tangible user interfaces to understand the affordances 

various tangible objects offer and the diverse interactions that could these objects could form. 

These observations were then used to design the tangible objects for the toolkit.  

In order to test the affordances offered by everyday objects, I participated in a series of 

design brainstorm workshops as a part of a course on Embodied Digital Media. These focused on 

examining three different everyday objects that could provide insight for the purposes of the toolkit 

- board games, Lego blocks and DIY physical computing components (Breadboards, wires, LEDs, 

potentiometers, sliders etc.) Every object was judged on the basis of intended use for each object, 
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the expectations a user may have from these objects and how they could be useful in designing the 

toolkit. The key takeaways from the workshops were as follows:  

• The playing areas for the board games provided a limited interaction space that could be 

useful for designing the toolkit's physical boundaries. 

• The Lego bricks provide tactile snap when connecting two bricks together, which could be 

an analog confirmation of two objects connecting.  

• The physical computing tools were highly customizable and modular, which allowed them 

to be used to design extremely simple or highly complex electronic systems. 

• The physical computing tools also offer a glanceable representation of data flow and 

connected objects using connecting wires.  

Additionally, various papers outlining the design of tangible systems we examined as a 

part of the formative research. These were examined on the basis of the tangibles and the 

connection interfaces used to find parallels between the breakdown of cross-device interaction 

detailed in this paper and existing toolkit research (Table 2). 

Toolkit Tangible Objects Connection Interface 

ConnectUs Cubes with built-in sensor array Bluetooth 

Dr. Wagon Physical representation of code blocks  Embedded electronics 

Tiles that Talk Tangible tiles  Phone-based application 

ToyVision Designed by Users  GUI based assistant 

Paperbox 3D shapes built out of paper using templates Conductive ink 

Table 2: Evaluation of tangible systems as an authoring tool 

ConnectUs (Lechelt et al., 2016) uses cubes with built-in sensors and a tablet GUI to 

provide users with a framework to design IoT systems connected using Bluetooth. This limits the 
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sensors to the ones built into the cubes, but it ensures that the toolkit is easy to use. Dr. Wagon 

(Chawla et al., 2013) illustrates a very different approach where it uses metaphors from popular 

programming languages and provides a tangible representation of traditional IDEs that can be used 

to program a moving robot. The connections are made with electronic components embedded in 

the blocks. Tiles that talk (Bouchard & Daniels, 2015) uses a set of puzzle piece based tangibles 

that can be connected to form interactive and networked systems. The connections are made by 

connecting the tiles in physical space, and then network connections are made by a phone-based 

application. 

While the final two toolkits are not designed for end-user experiences, they provide 

valuable insight into designing design tools. The ToyVision (J. Marco et al., 2013) toolkit is built 

upon the Reactivision (Kaltenbrunner & Bencina, 2007) framework and can be used to build a 

toolkit that facilitates the design and development of tabletop games. The tangible objects are 

classified into categories based on functionality, and connections are made using a GUI assistant 

that guides users through the design process. Paperbox (Wiethoff et al., 2013) is a designer focused 

toolkit that uses low fidelity tangible objects built from provided templates. These templates can 

be easily assembled into shapes that are typically used in tangible user interfaces. This allows 

designers to test the graspable interactions between tangible objects quickly. The prototypes can 

be connected using conductive ink, which provides functionality that may be required in early 

informal design sessions.  

While all the toolkits chose different approaches in terms of abstractions in their tangible 

objects, they all used some supporting GUI based application to complete the connection process. 

Toolkits that relied on analog components instead of digital ones allowed users to explore more as 

they offered the opportunity to experiment. 
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Design Requirements 

The goal when starting this project was to develop a tangible toolkit with low barriers and 

high ceilings and wide walls. Based on the objectives and the information gathered during the 

formative research. Some design requirements were drafted. These narrow down the objectives 

mentioned at the start of this section to fit the toolkit’s design process and set some preliminary 

evaluation criteria. 

R1: The toolkit is designed for users who are new to developing cross-device interactions; 

thus, it should be easy to understand and use for developing simple interactions. This helps the 

user get acquainted with various components of the toolkit while learning about its capabilities 

and limitations.  

R2: The toolkit should provide a glanceable visual representation of the connections 

between the devices and their effect on these devices. In order to fulfill this requirement, It is 

necessary to be able to identify the actions that belong to a device. 

R3: The toolkit should support a robust set of interactions between some fundamental 

devices with the ability to further add to these interactions easily. In the pursuit of high ceilings 

and wide walls, the toolkit should also be able to support a vast number of inputs/outputs connected 

to a single device, with each of these having their own interactions along with a framework to 

modify these interactions to the user’s needs.  

           Fulfilling these requirements should provide a strong foundation for novice users to develop 

cross-device interactions and provide them with a path to designing and implementing more 

complex systems with a variety of devices.  
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Prototype Design 

 As the primary users for the toolkit will be designing interactive experiences, the initial 

device support was driven by the frequently used devices in such environments. A large portion 

of interactive experiences use some combination of an embedded sensor-based environment 

(Arduino, RaspberryPi and other similar systems), portable user devices and fixed displays. Thus, 

Smartphones, Desktops and Arduinos were chosen as the initial devices for the prototype. 

Smartphones and Arduinos offer diversity in terms of sensors and user interactions, while desktop 

environments can serve as powerhouses to control resource-heavy devices such as interactive 

displays. These devices were broken down into their respective inputs and outputs, and meaningful 

connections between the devices were identified (Appendix A). In order to provide a logical visual 

representation of the device relationship and data flow, a modified version of the cross-device 

structure laid out for ROSS API (Wu et al., 2012) was chosen. Wu et al. propose a nested 

hierarchical structure representing all devices present in a given space where connections are 

formed between devices.  
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Figure 3: Nested Hierarchical structure for multi-device environments laid out for ROSS API 

(Wu et al., 2012) compared to the one described by the prototype 

 

This nested hierarchical structure appears to fit well into a tangible toolkit as it provides a 

representation of devices as well as their connections at a glance. However, the connection 

interface proposed in ROSS API did not translate well to tangible space (Figure 3). Connections 

represented between devices did not illustrate the actions that were being used for a particular 

interaction. These connections can be represented with a lower level of abstraction, where the 

connections between specific actions are visible to the user in the form of interactions that the user 

would perform. This adds another design requirement: 

R4: There should be a clear distinction between (1) the interactions and the effect it has on 

other devices and (2) the connection between a device and its respective inputs/outputs and 

interactions. 
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Tangible Experience Design toolkit 

Using the observations from early prototypes and existing toolkits, the Tangible 

Experience Design toolkit's initial design is outlined below. There are four key tangible 

components of the toolkit - Device blocks, Interaction Containers, Interaction cards, Connections 

that can be used to build a visual framework for the interactions between the devices. The initial 

version of the toolkit supports three devices; Desktop, Mobile, Arduino, with two interactions per 

device (Appendix B). The tangible interface is supported by a graphical interface that allows the 

user to set the properties of the interaction cards and modify them to their preference.  

Device Blocks 

 

Figure 4: Device block for Desktops 

The device blocks (Figure 4) act as the major nodes for authoring the interactions. They 

feature a puzzle-piece derived interface along the bottom edge. Gestures or interactions can be 

modeled by connecting the required tangible objects to these device blocks.   

Action Containers 

 

Figure 5: Interaction container  
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In an effort to allow rapid prototyping of interactions using different sensors while using a 

limited number of tangible objects, the inputs and outputs for the interactions are housed in generic 

interaction containers (Figure 5). The interaction containers can be connected to the device blocks 

using the puzzle-based interface. Actions are defined using smaller cards that can be slotted into 

the interaction containers. The interaction containers also act as a connection interface between 

the devices. Each interaction container has two connection points that let the user connect one 

interaction card to another forming a connection between the two devices for the given set of 

interactions.  

Action Cards 

 

Figure 6: Action card for a mobile device denoting the swipe action 

The action card follows the same design language as the device blocks (Figure 6). They 

have background colours which can be used to reflect the compatibility with various devices. The 

interaction cards are also designed to be modified and adjusted to the user’s needs as they get more 

comfortable with developing cross-device interactions. As the users get more experienced with 

cross-device interactions they could also develop their own interactions and easily extend the ones 

supported by the base toolkit.  

Connections 

The toolkit required two easily identifiable metaphors to represent the types of connections 

between the objects. First, the intra-device connections between interactions and their parent 

devices and second, the connections between two interaction cards connected to different devices 

that would define the interactions (Figure 7).  
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Figure 7: Two connection types present in a simple cross device interaction 

The implementation of the first type of connection is discussed briefly in the last section. 

In this case, one of the two objects connected to each other is usually dependent on the other to 

function and interact with other devices. To represent this hierarchical connection model and close 

connections between these objects the toolkit uses the puzzle-based interface that allows users to 

connect the two objects (Figure 8).  
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Figure 8: A Device block and interaction container connected together  

connection using the puzzle-like interface 

The connection between two different devices requires a metaphor that can represent the 

distribution of actions around the interactive space and the movement of data from one device to 

another. For this type of connection, the toolkit proposes two different connection interfaces 

(Figure 9). The first uses directional wires that slot into the connection point is the interaction 

containers. These wires provide a clear visual representation of the data travel between devices; 

however, they limit the interactions to being single input single output interactions. The toolkit 

also supports a second connection technique using colour-coded tokens that represent the inputs 

and outputs for each interaction in order to remove the limitation exposed by the first connection 

method. This allows for more complex interactions involving multiple inputs and outputs; 

however, it lacks the first connection method's visual representation.  
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Figure 9: Two connection methods for connecting interactions (a) Connecting wire (b) Passive 

tokens   

Graphical Interface 

 In order to complete the design process, the user can scan the layout of the interaction 

framework using a mobile device equipped with a camera. This scanned layout can be imported 

into the supporting graphical interface in order to complete the design process. The GUI offers an 

opportunity to get the user to input any additional information that might be needed to properly 

compile the interaction scenario, for instance, images, 3D models, Audio files etc. 
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Evaluation 

An exploratory user study was designed to test the usability of the toolkit framework. The goal of 

the user study is to measure the impact of the toolkit in improving understanding and simplifying 

the design of cross-device experiences for the target users. Additionally, the study is used to collect 

feedback on some unfinished features of the toolkit such as the connection interfaces. 

Study Design 

 In light of the COVID pandemic and the required social distancing the study was designed 

such that it could be performed virtually. In order to ensure that the study was accessible to the 

largest possible user base, the participants were provided templates for low fidelity paper 

prototypes and a mock-up of the graphical interface. This would ensure that the participants could 

experience and provide feedback on the design framework without access to the physical 

prototypes.  

At the start of the study, participants are presented with a paper prototype (Appendix C) 

for the toolkit. Once they are familiar with the components of the toolkit, they are guided through 

the design process for creating 2 interaction scenarios: 

 Scenario 1: This scenario uses a simple one input to one output interaction in order to 

explain the flow of the toolkit to the participant and help them understand the basic working of the 

toolkit. Using two device cards, one Desktop and one Mobile, the participant adds interaction cards 

to each device and then connects them using the connecting wire method. 

Scenario 2: The participant is introduced to connecting one output to multiple inputs and 

the token connection method. The interaction scenario uses an Arduino with a potentiometer and 

a slider as inputs for the user that is then passed into Isadora in order to produce outputs. This 
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scenario is meant to be closer to a realistic interaction scenario. It also provides an opportunity to 

test the two connection methods.   

Once the participants have completed the design walkthrough, they are asked to rank their 

experience with the toolkit on a 5-point Likert Scale. The questions are derived from the System 

Usability Scale (SUS) and are modified to be relevant to the toolkit design. Following the 

questionnaire, the participants are asked to provide subjective feedback on their experience with 

the toolkit as well as support for devices and interactions and the connection methods (Appendix 

D). 

Pilot Study feedback 

An informal pilot study was conducted with four (2M/2F; avg. age 25) participants in order 

to identify potential problems with the user study protocol as well as gather some preliminary 

feedback on the toolkit. The participants self-identified their area of expertise as design or 

development. The participants had varying degrees of experience with programming cross device 

interactions with three of the participants having less than 2 years of experience. All participants 

were provided with the prototypes for the toolkit and were guided through the process of creating 

the interaction scenarios verbally. This part of the study took about 20 mins in each case. All 

participants were easily able to identify the different parts of the toolkit. All of the participants 

seemed at ease with the toolkit once they had finished the first interaction scenario. Three out of 

the four participants preferred the wired connection method to the wireless one stating that it was 

easier to visualise the data flow and connection even though it might get complicated with a large 

number of interactions. Generally, the participants expressed that the toolkit was extremely easy 

to use, and it helped them visualize connections. Some of the responses from the participants were 

“Having the puzzle shape really helped to idealise out where they[interaction containers] go,” 
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“Tangible things help me process things a lot better” “The fact that it was a literal puzzle made it 

really easy to understand what was necessary to create interactions,” “ the colour coding really 

helped but the terminology needs to be simpler”. 

 There were some common concerns expressed by the participants about the toolkit as well. 

Three of the participants felt that they did not fully understand what the terminology used on 

interaction cards meant. They found it to be inconsistent as the terms ‘Rotate’ and ‘Isadora’ were 

too ambiguous and while the colours helped identify the proper places for the cards, the interaction 

behind the card was not clear. One participant also stated that they did not understand the need for 

such a tool when designing the first interaction however the second scenario helped clarify that 

aspect of the toolkit. One of the participants felt that they needed some confirmation as they were 

placing the interaction cards in order to ensure that the connection had been made.  

The results from the study showed that the design of the toolkit was promising and helped 

improve the understanding of cross-device interaction design for novice users. It also highlighted 

the problems with terminology used in the toolkit and the need for an onboarding process in order 

to use the toolkit effectively. 

User Study Limitations 

 The study was designed to be conducted in a virtual environment thus there were some 

gaps in the protocol. Even though the participants were provided with a template for the paper 

prototypes, some potential participants did not have access to colour printers which required them 

to back out of the study or create their own prototypes. The use of paper prototypes also restricted 

the ability to test the physical affordances offered by the tangible elements.  
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Next Steps 

There have been numerous changes to the scope of the project over the last few months 

given the pandemic. The pilot study shows that it is possible to develop and use the toolkit in a 

remote setting. However, the study also highlighted some gaps in the study protocol as well as the 

toolkit design. The following section highlights the next steps for the toolkit in regard to the user 

study protocol as well as the future design and implementation of the toolkit.  

Testing protocol 

 The pilot study brings to light a few changes that need to be made to the study protocol 

before conducting a formal evaluation of the toolkit design. While the study helped participants 

learn how to use the toolkit it lacked the real-world examples needed in order to visualise the 

practical use cases for complex interactions. The paper prototype was useful for testing design 

flow and the understanding however 3D tangible prototypes need to be used in order to test the 

physical affordances and graspability of the toolkit. The delivery of prototypes required for the 

study may need to be improved as some participants may not have easy access to printers. 

Toolkit Design and Implementation 

  The pilot study provided some important preliminary feedback about the design of the 

toolkit. While the tangible objects may help in improving haptic feedback, they still lack the 

dynamic feedback needed to convey when an interaction is possible and when the user tries to 

create an incompatible interaction. The participants of the study expressed some concern regarding 

the terminology used on the interaction cards. These concerns can be split into 3 major problems; 

(1) The labels on the cards did not fully describe the action, (2) Some labels could be interpreted 

in multiple ways as the same action could be performed with both devices, (3) Some of the action 

cards did not represent actions but rather represented sensors or software.  
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 While the first two problems need more work, the last problem can be fixed by 

understanding the action that the user is expecting and using appropriate language with respect to 

the same. This has already been done with the Isadora card (Figure 10) and other cards will need 

the same rework before the next round of user testing. 

 

Figure 10: Change to the Isadora card 

The physical aspects of the toolkit have a robust flow and the pilot study illustrates how it may 

help users visualise cross-device interaction design, however, the supporting virtual infrastructure 

needs to be developed in order to use the toolkit for practical applications. The toolkit could build 

upon existing universal cross device toolkits discussed previously and serve as a physical extension 

to these toolkits. This would ensure that the toolkit could be used by novice designers and allow 

them to seamlessly move over to a software-based toolkit when they are comfortable with 

developing cross-device connections. 
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Conclusion 

The overarching aim of this project was to design a tangible cross-device authoring environment 

with low threshold, high ceilings and wide walls. More specifically this paper focused on the 

design framework for such a tool, providing a set of tangibles that could help users understand the 

connections and data flow responsible for cross-device interactions. Although the toolkit is still a 

work in progress, this project highlights that using Tangible User Interfaces could be a potential 

avenue for improving the understanding of cross-device interaction design among inexperienced 

users. The pilot user study illustrated that the toolkit framework helped designers better understand 

the connections behind cross-device interactions while still allowing them to focus on the high-

level experience design. Overall, such a toolkit could not only be useful to simplify the design of 

cross-device interactions but may also improve the understanding of the design of interactive 

spaces as a whole. 
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Appendix A: Breakdown of Devices Used in Experience Design 

 

Figure A-1: Device used, and actions commonly performed in cross-device interactions 
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Appendix B: Toolkit Support V.1 

 

 

Figure B-1: Tangibles supported by the toolkit framework 
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Appendix C: Paper Prototype used for the User Study 

 

 

Figure C-1: User study prototype tested by participants  
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Appendix D: User Study Questionnaire 

Objective Questionnaire:  

Age: ______ years 
Profession/Area of expertise: ___________________ 
Experience with programming: _____ years 
Experience with multi-device development: _____ years 
Experience with developing interactive experiences: ____ years 
 
Answer the following questions with one of five responses that range from Strongly Agree to 
Strongly disagree: 
 
I found the system unnecessarily complex. 
I thought the system was easy to use. 
I think that I would need the support of a technical person to be able to use this system. 
I found the various functions in this system were well integrated. 
I thought there was too much inconsistency in this system. 
I would imagine that most people would learn to use this system very quickly. 
I found the system very cumbersome to use. 
I needed to learn a lot of things before I could get going with this system. 
 

Subjective Interview Script: 

Background questions: 
 

1. Have you built an interactive experience before using multiple devices? Elaborate.  
2. Do you have any experience building interactive experiences with sensor-based physical 

computing systems? 
a. If yes, then what systems and what was the interaction that they built? 
b. If no, what has been the barrier to not using such systems 

 
Toolkit specific questions: 
 

1. How comfortable would you be using this system? 
a. If not, what aspect of the toolkit did you find cumbersome? 

2. The current version of the toolkit supports 3 devices and a couple of interactions per device. 
How did you find these interactions in terms of usability?  

a. What might be added to improve practical applications? 
1. Two different connection methods were used in the toolkit. What are your thoughts about 

these connection methods?  
a. Which one do you prefer and why? 
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